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A skaters dream. Full of♥♥♥♥♥. I hate pixel hunting style games.. Refunded because of the Racenet requirements. Whomever
though a persistent online connection was a good thing needs to spend some time alone in a mountain cabin to ponder their life
choices.. Eschatos is a 2d bullet hell shmup that fuses oldschool design fundamentals with newschool depth and polish. Unlike
many modern shmups, which focus entirely on dodging and esoteric scoring mechanics, Eschatos prioritizes balancing offense
and defense with its unique weapon and shield mechanic against unpredictable enemies who's quirky movement makes them as
challenging to hit as they are to dodge against.

Players have the ability to shoot a long ranged and powerful straight shot, or a short range but blind-spot covering wide shot.
Combining these two attacks allows you to create a shield that destroys bullets and enemies alike, but that must be recharged
whilst not in use. Enemies come in waves, and the faster and the more completely you destroy these waves, the higher your
score climbs and the faster the games pace accelerates.

Eschatos's weapons are double edged swords. Fire straight too much, and enemies will charge you from the side. Cover your
sides for too long with the wide shot, and long range attackers will litter the screen with bullets. The shield itself is as much a
weapon as it is protection, not only blocking bullets but allowing you to thrillingly charge straight through enemy attacks to more
effectively shoot them, or even ram them. Using it too much however, will result in enemies piling up and overwhelming the
player.

Eschatos's unique weapon balance, varied and unpredictable enemies (who's attacks and positions are frequently semi
randomized, to encourage fun improvisation and nervy reaction), endearing and innocent sounding soundtrack, rapid pace, and
deep scoring system make it a game brimming with personality and fusing the best of both worlds from classic shmups and
modern bullet hell. It's one of my top 5 favorite shmups of all time, and I recommend to it to anyone and everyone who likes 2d
games.. This is a super cool premise but I am not a fan of the shot drinking mini game.
It was cool at first, but it gets repetitive and boring after a very short amount of time.
The art style is cool.
The story I could get to was pretty fun.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/rTsoxcVDqfU. I found this game very enjoyable, but I had to put up with a few very annoying bugs\/ aspects
of the game. If 5\/10 is average I would give this a strong 6.8\/10

+Atmosphere
+Scares
+Pacing
+graphics
+Value
+puzzles

-Very annoying screen effect when attacked
- Very strange lighting effects\/\/bug( Look at the moon for a second and then everything else becomes dark )
-Enemy bugs, clipping bugs,item bugs, bugs bugs.
-Sometimes its unclear where to go and what to do.

The monsters and ghosts are really well made. You will come across some cool locations such as forests, lakes, train stations,
cemetaries and mazes. If you like horror games youll enjoy this no doubt.
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It's a short game, but very nice to play. At the beginning are the puzzle easy, but the later challanging. I enjoyed it very much.
also cause the music is relaxing.. This game was great when it came out, and it still is today. There's something fun about trying
to build your airline while 3 ruthless AI oppenents try to sabotage your every move....with a smile on their face. Can someone
tell me what the spider is for? The postcard? I want to get the laxadives..... So stoked! Saw Last Dream on Kickstarter and
joined Steam today just to play World Unknown. It looks super awesome!. Very fun game! A couple bugs, but overall relatively
challenging and intense! Needs randomly generated scenarios.

 (Devs. When you press the circle-pad in mid-transition to a diferent area, or back to the main room, the ammo magazine
glitches and you can't reload.). Sorry to say this developers of Head Shot,
but I think your game kinda sucks. Its glitchy and laggy and theres no on online!

Its a 2/10.. This is fun. I beat it in an hour but still recommend it. The graphics are nice, it has good controls, has powerups, and
has a global leaderboard for each level (25 total) and overall.
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